


1. Rhetorical language game. What are features of persuasive language? Look at MLK speech – how effective was he 
at persuasion? Look at Greta Thunberg speech, discuss effective techniques (rhetorical questions, facts/opinions, 
connectives to link an idea, emotive language) – focus on emotive techniques e.g. playing on the relationship, guilt. 
Analyse persuasive letter – create key for different features, magpie

2. I think this...so what? I feel hungry. Because of this...Look at cohesive text – what features can you spot for 
cohesion? Point, elaborate; rhetorical questions; emotive language; modal verbs. Write a paragraph persuading the 
poice officer to stop treating children from the trash site so badly (p57-67) l inking words such as because of this, 
moreover, due to this, as a consequence, this has resulted in

3. Modal verb: a verb used with another verb to express an idea such as possiblity that is not expresed by the main 
verb e.g. can, could, may, might, must, ought, shall, should, will, would. Order modal verbs from most to least l ikely. 
Practise using modal verbs in sentences witihn the context of Trash – extend HAPS with multi clause sentences

4. Vocabulary: jeopardy, endangered, peril  risk to be used in plan. Trios – generate 5 reasons why Raphael should 
hand in the wallet – select the main 3. Then box up.

5. Persuasive letter to Raphael (in character as the Aunty) trying to convince him to hand in the wallet 3 top tips – 1st -
organising your argument 2nd emphasize your point – hyperbolic statements, repeat yourself – strategic repeition. 

Work through SC, children deciding how they will  achieve it e.g. how will  they be emotive?
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6. Re-cap active and passive voice, introduce the subjunctive – how do both of these create a formal tone? Share letter 
from recycling centre – magpie features of formal tone. Children write opening paragraph using features discussed.
7. Formal tone – 2 words into 1 e.g. look for – discover (warm up task). Magpie formal letter about waste in Bristol. Then 
turn the phrases/sentences magpied into sentences about the Behala dump. Extend GD learners with nominilsation for 
formal tone – adding this into sentences about the Behala dump.
8. Fed in facts about child rights and Behala. Using these facts, write sentences using a variety of clause structures. GD 
using the subjunctive, manipulating tenses
9. Plan a persuasive letter – l ist examples of persuasive features (emotive language, rhetorical questions, modal and 
imperative verbs, point elaborate, variety of clauses, subjunctives, passive voice) and then giving examples of how they 
were going to do it. Diamond 9 of reasons why to close the site. Then plan their letter – boxing up each paragraph.
10. Write a persuasive letter to persuade the council to close the trash site in Behala. (evidence to discredit for GD 
writers)

1. Analyse persuasive language
2. Develop cohesion within a 

paragraph
3. Use modal verbs to persuade
4. Plan a persuasive letter

6. Recognise formal tone features
7. Gather rich, formal language
8. Use a variety of clauses
9. Plan a persuasive letter
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Write a persuasive letter 
to Raphael

Write a persuasive 
letter with formal 
tone to the council



Dear Raphael,

You are in great danger. Since being in possession of the wallet, your life has been turned upside down. I am urging you to think very carefully 
about your future actions as your life, and future, depends on it.

Firstly, I must say that you are dealing with the most corrupt, evil and unsound police force on the planet. These men have no mercy and will not 
think twice about murdering you, your family, and your friends. Is that what you want? To be murdered in a police station and fed to the dogs in 
the scrap yard below? Not only are you putting your life at terrible risk, but you are also threatening the people of Behala. No one there is safe 
anymore! If you are lucky enough to not be killed, you could face the rest of your life locked behind bars in the most feral prison in the 
Philippines.

Paragraph 2:

Paragraph 3:

Final:
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Mr Wisby
Filton Avenue Primary School
Lockleaze
Bristol

1st December, 2019

Dear Councillor Smith,

I am writing to you today to appeal to your sense of logic and common sense and am praying that you help set up a recycling c entre closer 
to the Lockleaze area of the city. The current situation is un-sustainable with only two centres serving the needs of the entire population –
more than 500,000 environmentally minded residents. It is urgent that you discuss this matter in council meetings as soon as is humanly 
possible.

Firstly, the existing two centres are more than three miles away from our area and that is too far for a city of our size to accept. Sometimes 
there are masses of cars queuing for hours, waiting to gain entry to the facilities! It has been reported by some residents that recyclable 
materials have been dumped by motorists who have become frustrated at having to wait so long; this is not good for a ‘green’ city such as 
ours. Moreover, the distance that we all have to travel to be environmentally conscious is too far, adding many tons of carbon dioxide 
pollution to the atmosphere and the world!

Secondly, the people of Bristol pay an astronomic amount in council tax that should go towards having first-rate amenities. Conversely, the 
city of Swansea (with its fewer populace) have four recycling centres. The discovery of this by voters would surely have negative implications 
to your future political position. If I were in your position, I would think carefully about taking this idea seriously. You hold an elected office 
and your career, which so far has been a successful one, may be in jeopardy should you fail to succeed in this matter. Can you really argue 
that this idea is not a good one?

My final point is about the children. Not just the children of Lockleaze, but the children of the country, even the planet, are trying their best 
to recycle as much as possible. If they can do their bit, then surely you can make it a bit easier for us hard-working citizens to be able to 
recycle our unwanted items. You must treat this matter as a vitally important one.

I hope you are able to meet my request and I look forward to hearing your response as soon as you are able.

Yours Sincerely,

Mr N Wisby
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